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Sermon for Sunday, February 18, 2018 
 

“On the Side of Healing” 
 
Something I learned to say early on in life is “I do it myself”. This is a mantra that constantly gets 
me in trouble. Whether it’s me attempting to carry 10 bags of groceries at one time, using a 12 
foot ladder in my apartment or putting together new IKEA furniture—there’s a deep sense of 
wanting to do something on my own.  
 
But I don’t think this is unique to me. The American Spirit is characterized as being 
independent—there’s a staunch belief that if we work hard enough we can attain anything.  
 
And in some cases it’s true. When we work hard we can achieve great things. But when I look 
back on some of my greatest achievements, there’s a whole host of people standing with me.  
 
When I was in high school I competed in Scottish Highland dancing. I can still remember the 
shock I felt when I won my first competition. While I had trained and worked hard, my teacher 
Marie was the one who guided and encouraged me to keep going.  
 
And while graduating from college was an incredible achievement, it never would have happened 
for me, had it not been for a high school guidance counselor, who encouraged me to apply for 
college, when I thought it was out of reach.  
 
And when I ran my first half marathon, a friend ran with me—and I can tell you, if it wasn’t for 
Jewel I would have quit the race at mile 9—but because of her words of encouragement, along 
with some words I can’t repeat  here, I crossed the finish line.  
 
The truth is, there’s a really good chance, when we look back on our achievements, big or small, 
there are people, friends, family and strangers who helped us cross the finish line, who helped us 
graduate, who guided us as we started a business, who helped us succeed in our field, or who 
offered advice when we needed it the most.  
 
As it turns out, Jesus had a little help too. At his baptism we’re told that the heavens were torn 
apart and the Spirit descended on Jesus in the form of a dove. But the Spirit didn’t just hover 
gently over Jesus shoulder—but it entered into him—the Spirit filled Jesus.  
 
And it was only because of the Spirit’s presence and insistence that Jesus then went into the 
wilderness. There’s something slightly reassuring about the fact that even Jesus had to be driven 
by the Holy Spirit in order to go out into the wilderness.  
 
Because the truth is, the wilderness isn’t exactly where you go for vacation. Throughout scripture, 
its continually described as a barren, desolate place, and is often where one goes to confront 
spiritual powers or forces. At the beginning of Mark’s gospel, we learn that John the Baptist 
appeared in the wilderness, proclaiming a baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins. And 
John wasn’t the most easy going guy—he wore camels hair and ate locusts and wild honey. Not 
exactly the picture of a spa weekend.   
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So, there’s something helpful in knowing, that Jesus didn’t charge off into the desert, equipped 
with the latest self help mantras or even with a backpack filled with all the gear he’d need for 
those 40 days and 40 nights. Jesus went, not because he knew he could handle it, or because he 
was ready for a fight—but Jesus went because the Spirit drove him, and he went equipped with 
only two things; the reminder that he was God’s beloved and the presence of the Spirit.  
 
Now Mark’s telling of the temptation is different than Matthew and Luke. Unlike the other 
gospels, we never hear stories of Jesus fasting, there’s no mention of stones and bread, or of the 
temple and a mountain top view. We never hear Satan speak or how Jesus responds. For all we 
know, Jesus spent those 40 days in silence. But we do know that Jesus was tempted… 
 
This leaves some room for imagination-I can’t help but wonder if Jesus was tempted by what 
tempts all of us; the temptation to believe that God wasn’t present.  
 
Because even though Jesus was still ringing out the water form his baptism, he now found himself, 
out in the middle of a desolate place, devoid of people or familiar surroundings; so I wonder if he 
was he tempted to believe he was beyond God’s reach.  
 
Because this is something I think we’re all tempted to believe.   
The time a business you launched failed, when a friendship devolved and fell a part, when a poor 
decision was made, when someone else’s actions caused us pain—the time you tried your hardest 
but failed, or when you succeeded only to feel even more alone.  
 
It’s in these wilderness experiences that we are tempted to believe that somehow we and the 
situation we are in is beyond God’s reach.  
 
But then again, we’re reminded that God just tore open the heavens. God tore open the heavens 
and broke in to human history—an act that tore down the boundary between heaven and earth.  
 
In his commentary on Mark, Eugene Boring writes “God is no longer safely in heaven, or in the 
temple, but (God is) loose in the world.” If this is true, then nothing is off limits from God’s 
presence; not the wilderness, not our homes, not our communities, not our schools—not the 
hidden places of our hearts, not even our deepest seeded fears... 
 
This past week, as we marked the beginning of Lent on Ash Wednesday, news was continuing to 
break about a mass shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High school in Parkland Fl. The 
stories that have been reported are heartbreaking and beyond comprehension. As I’ve read these 
stories, my heart has broken again and again, as I know yours has too.  
 
In the wake of such a tragedy we are left wondering and asking questions of why-questions that 
for so many will go unanswered.  
 
This event, like so many others, spark conversations—conversations that are difficult and can 
sometimes be divisive.  
 
And, I don’t know about you, but for me, it feels like so many hard conversations are happening 
all at once right now,  
Conversations about race, and white privilege,  
Conversations about gun violence and the safety of our children,   
Conversations about women’s rights and sexual assault,  
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Not to mention conversations happening on a global scale… 
 
There are moments when it all feels too much…but I wonder if the feeling of too muchness, is 
because we buy into the myth that life is something we have to go at alone.  
 
Because according to this story, that’s not what God calls us to.  
God sends us out filled with the Spirit, so that wherever we are, whatever conversation or situation 
we face, we are not alone.  
 
Now, There’s no guarantee that this will be easy, in fact, we know from Jesus experience that the 
wilderness is still just that, it. Is. wild. Even Jesus was met by the wild beasts.  
 
And yet, those wild beasts who typically pre-on the vulnerable, week and defenseless—they did 
no harm. Instead, we’re told Jesus was tended to by the angels.  
 
It’s easy to say, “well, that was Jesus, and we’re…well, we’re not him.” But in the waters of our 
baptisms, we too have been given the gift of God’s Spirit who gives us the power to enter into 
hard conversations, to work in our community, to speak up for those who are forgotten, to be a 
friend to those who are lonely.  
 
Dear friend, please hear me, this is not easy, but it is the work God calls us to. As we journey 
through Lent, we are reminded, that God has broken into our world, God has torn apart the 
heavens and broken down all the barriers between us and the kingdom of God. And God has filled 
us with the Spirit, and has called us to go into unlikely, and wild places—the good news-the very, 
very good news, is that we do not go alone, because God is always on the side of our healing.  
 
In the name of the Father, and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, Amen.  
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